The MPBL is an effective technology in terms of heat flow transport capacity: 10 MW.m, [2],with high level adaptability. A bond graph model of such a system is proposed in this paper. The model is dynamic, qualitative, configurable and pays particular attention to the dynamic of the transient regime. It aims at being a tool dedicated to designing the different components of a MPBL. It is also used for a physical analysis of the system in different operating conditions.
about the functioning of the heat exchanger, and presents a physical model formulation of the problem with a BG whose simulation results are consistent with the experimental. The work of B. Bouamama and al. [7] fits along the same lines of modeling a steam condenser with BG. The scientific literature shows few studies that provide numerical models of fluid loops, and even less of two-phase loops. However, we can cite the work of B. Ould Bouamama and al. [6] studying the complex behavior of a steam generator consisting of a condenser, steam accumulator and pipes. The authors bring forward a comprehensive model BG of the installation. Another numerical modeling work is proposed by Platell and al. [8] where they present a non-stationary model of CPL. Also in the same vein, Lachasagne [2] proposes an analytical model dedicated to CPL and based on an original modeling approach called nodal. As to MPBL, at our knowledge, no modeling work of the complete loop has been published at present time. The work presented in this paper is intended to contribute to the theoretical study of a MPBL with a specific attention on the phase changes in the heat exchanger. Modeling and simulation are performed using the software 20sim by adopting the BG methodology (Thoma [11] , and Mukherjee [4] ). It is used to show up the power exchanges in a multidisciplinary dynamic system (mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, thermal ...) based on the principle of power conservation and causality property [1] . The control of mass and enthalpy balance is capital and must be completed for each component of the loop. The notion of junction "0 and its dual 1" facilitates the representation of mass and enthalpy conservation. The purpose is to be able to predict the behavior of the loop in transient and steady operations and consequently to provide a pertinent tool for the design of such loops. The results of the model are also used to analyze the physical behavior of the system during several operating conditions.
II. BOND GRAPH MODEL. II.1. Generalized variables used in the model.
Two complementary pairs of variables, involved in the calculation of the transferred powers are defined in the sense of the bond graph methodology as:
For the hydraulic part, the effort variable is the pressure in the loop and the flow variable is the mass flow rate. The resulting model is a "pseudo" bond graph. The choice of the mass flow rate is justified by the fact that it is more adapted than volume flow rate for the formulation of the continuity equation in the case of a biphasic flow, in which the density is varying with time.
For the thermal part: the effort variable is the temperature and the flow variable is enthalpy flow. Enthalpy flow is preferred to entropy flow because energy balance is naturally written with this first variable. Furthermore, the choice of these variables allows constructing the thermodynamic functions of refrigerant used and calculating other system variables. The Word Bond Graph model is proposed Fig.6 in which we find the loop components described in the introduction. 
II.2.3. Detailed Bond Graph of the evaporator.
The global model Fig 7 of the evaporator is composed of three sub models:
1) Sub-model 1: Purely Liquid region of the evaporator. The model used is a passive element multiport RC, where both hydro and thermal energies are coupled: R describes the energy dissipation due to load losses. C expresses the heat storage in the thermal part.
2) Sub-model 2: two-phase mixing region. The model used is a passive two-port element C, storing mass in the hydraulic part and heat in the thermal part.
3) Sub-model 3: surface between the two previous regions. A multiport element R provides coupling between the two areas, and describes the phase change. Initially, the fluid is mono-phasic. After heat source activation, its temperature rises gradually to reach the saturation value. The fluid becomes biphasic. To specify this state change, and then be able to activate the model C of the evaporator, a Boolean indicator is introduced. This indicator noted ( ) is built according to the following logic: First, the saturation temperature corresponding to the pressure in the evaporator is calculated, by applying a polynomial approximation to the results provided by the thermodynamic tables:
11 If the liquid temperature is greater than , the fluid is biphasic and we take:
otherwise .
 Hydraulic and heat balances inside the evaporator. Conservation laws monitoring an evaporator operating in biphasic regime with phase change are: Furthermore, the specific volume of the mixture is: 21 And the specific enthalpy of the mixture is: 22
After some arrangements we get the 12 th degree polynomial where the unknown variable is the pressure : All functions:
are some known thermo-dynamics equations depending on pressure .
23
To calculate the pressure of the mixture, 20sim sends at each time, to Matlab the specific enthalpy h and the specific volume v. Using these two values Matlab solves the polynomial (eq. 23), and calculates the adequate root.
 Vapor quality "X".
The vapor quality expression is: 24
II.2.4. Model of the other elements of the MPBL.
At the present study, the pump is considered as a flow rate source, the tank is modeled as a source of pressure. Pipes modelise load losses (elements R) and fluid heating caused by frictions forces (elements S). At last, the condenser model is quite similar to the evaporator model (Fig 8) . /s. The temperatures in the evaporator (blue curve) and the condenser (orange curve) starts from the initial value 310K and increase very slightly, a few hundredths of a degree. This temperature increase is due to fluid friction. 
III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS.

III.2. Dynamic study of liquid phase thermal behavior.
In pure monophonic operating conditions, the MPBL is mainly a place of thermal process. In this section a dynamic study of the thermal behavior is proposed.
To perform an analytical study of temperatures in the exchangers, a simplified analogous electrical model of the MPBL (Fig.10 (a) ) and its BG (Fig.10 (b) ) are proposed, to enable better comprehension of the real MPBL behavior. Thermal flow sources are analogous to current sources Cold source" and ( Fig.10 (a) ). The evaporator and condenser are reduced to capacitors noted successively: Cevap and Ccond. Pipes are assimilated to an electrical resistor. The stabilized regime is given by (eq.27 and 28): The graph 12 shows very similar temperatures evolution in both, electrical and MPBL model. The difference in the transient evolution of and is due to the influence of the filter Gcond(s) whose expression is shown in Fig.11 .
III.3. Cold and hot sources activated, no changing phase.
A second simulation, injected powers have opposite signs but same amplitude ( = ) is now considered. The temperatures are initially the same (293°K). A simple development of (Eq. 26) allows writing: In this case also, the graph 13 shows very similar temperatures evolution in both, electrical and MPBL model.
III.4. Phase change.
A final simulation with phases changes in the heat exchangers is now described and analyzed: 
Analysis of the Figure 14:
The application of 2.0 kW (curve 1) at t = 1s leads to a rise of fluid temperature within the evaporator and the condenser (Curve 3, 4). The evaporator temperature reaches the saturation value of water T = 373K at t = 7s. Curves 8 and 9 show the evolution of the mixture temperature in both evaporator and condenser. The curve 5 shows the state indicator that displays the value 1 at the instant when the liquid temperature is: 373K. By switching from "0" to "1", it informs about the moment of saturation, namely t = 7s. The fluid is now biphasic: liquid/vapor mixture, whose vapor quality is up to 0.3 %. Curve 10 (in evaporator) and curve 11 (in condenser). The curve 6 and 7 trace the evolution of the mixture pressure respectively in the evaporator and condenser. It is noted that once the cooling triggered at t = 15s (curve 2) the steam quality (curves10 and 11) and the pressure (curve 6 and 7), start decreasing before stabilizing. The steam quality converges to an equilibrium value 0.2 %. Note that with a power = 2000 W and a flow rate = 5 /s, the specific enthalpy can be calculated as given: kJ / Kg. According to Mollier diagram (P, H); theoretical corresponding steam quality would be 2%, a value which coincides well with the results available at the model output.
IV. CONCLUSION
The functioning principle of the cooling loops is based on the use of physical and thermodynamic properties of fluids. The concept of phase change and its efficiency in transferring energy was discussed. A second part is devoted to the presentation of a biphasic fluid loop model, in which the fluid is mechanically pumped. The modeling is based on Bond Graph approach. The third part includes the cases of simulation launched with the developed model. Note that this model is configurable, which means that it is possible to change, at any moment, the geometric conditions of the loop as well as the fluid properties. A test bench of the entire loop is under development, the purpose is validating the model in the short term with experimental results. 
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